Start
Mistake a plastic bag for a jelly fish- start over
Swim to shore to nest- move ahead 4
Sea wall prevents nesting- move back 1
Turtle Trivia
False crawl, no nest laid- move back 1
Lay 118 eggs- move ahead 3
Developed beach, no room for nesting- start over
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Nest on dark, deserted beach- move ahead 2
Beach erosion destroys nest- move back 2
Volunteers protect nest with a cage- move ahead 3
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Storm surge destroys nest- move back 1
Raccoon raids nest- move back 1
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Unleashed dog digs up nest- move back 2
Break out of shell- move ahead 3
Eaten by ghost crabs- move back 1
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Confused by flashlight- move back 2
Emerge on a cool night- move ahead 4
Eaten by a seagull- move back 1
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Attracted by moonlight- move ahead 4
Tangled in fishing line- move back 1
Eaten by a big fish- move back 1
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Reach the Gulf Stream- move ahead 4
Caught in a trawl without a TED- move back 3
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Reach the Sargasso Sea- move ahead 4
Hide in sargassum- move ahead 2
Grow big and strong- move ahead 2
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Reach the foraging area- move ahead 3
Hit by a boat- move back 3
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Attack by a shark- move back 2
Migrate to mating area- move ahead 2
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Find a mate- move ahead 1
Caught by poachers- move back 2
Caught in a trawl without a TED- move back 3
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